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Thousands  of  people  flooded  the  streets  of  Turin,  a  city
located in northern Italy, Thursday evening to protest harsh
government restrictions for unvaccinated citizens, dubbed the
“green pass.”

The  Italian  prime  minister,  Mario  Draghi,  told  a  press
conference Thursday that the country will need to act and
suppress another wave of COVID-19 infections at a time the
Delta variant is spreading throughout Europe.

The  green  pass  —  a  digit  certificate  containing  proof  of
immunization will be necessary for anyone older than 12 to
enter  stadiums,  museums,  theatres,  cinemas,  exhibition
centers, swimming pools, and gyms. The pass is an extension of
the EU’s digital Covid certificate and will also be required
for restaurants.

The updated version of the vaccine passport will begin on Aug.
5 and didn’t sit well with residents who see their freedoms
whittled away by the government. This violation of freedom
sparked a massive protest in Turin.

“As soon as the Italian government announced the introduction
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of  the  “health  passport”  people  took  to  the  streets  to
protest.  The  images  below  are  from  Torino  just  now.  The
feeling in the streets is one of anger at the government’s
decision,” the Twitter user said. 

��Itália  ��:  Tão  logo  o  governo  italiano  anunciou  a
introdução do “passaporte sanitário” as pessoas foram às ruas
protestar.
As imagens abaixo são de Torino agora pouco. O sentimento das
ruas  é  de  raiva  pela  decisão  do  governo.
pic.twitter.com/HMiK7LQIl9

— Ivan Kleber (@lordivan22) July 22, 2021

Like  the  thousands  of  French  citizens  protesting  in  the
streets in the past week, the Italian people were outraged by
additional restrictions.

 

https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1418320670291791878?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1418320670291
791878%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zeroh
edge.com%2Fpolitical%2Fprotests-erupt-italy-after-new-health-
passports-revealed

The removal of COVID measures to restart European economies
was widely hailed as a success. Still, the new Delta variant
is causing concern and giving politicians the optimal cover to
implement more populous control via green passes.
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